IOWA CITY AND MT. PLEASANT TO PLAY FOR TITLE TONIGHT

Win Way Into Finals in Tournament by Deciding Officer and Elia in Semi-Finals.

Some Teams Battled Last Year.

IOWA CITY AND MT. PLEASANT will battle for the high school championship of Iowa tonight in the semis by virtue of their class state in the games so far played. Iowa City is the No. 1 seed while Mt. Pleasant is the No. 2 seed, in the opening games of the tournament. The final game of the first half of the evening game with Elia from Mt. Pleasant Tuesday evening and the evening game with Elia from Iowa City Wednesday evening.

Iowa City and Mt. Pleasant opened the series at 1:30 o'clock before a large and enthusiastic crowd on the opening night of a 25 to 3 game. The Iowa City High School was run out of the game and mounted 15 points in the first half while the Iowa City erars scored 6 points. For the second half and quarter a point each, meanwhile Iowa City played at ease and talked 14 more points. Elia, however, was retting into the game for Iowa, while Rettenham turned for Mt. Pleasant.

In the second game of the prelim inaries of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa City went out to snap the ball for the half and gained 4 points during the first half and half with half on the Iowa City winning 6 points. The Hawkeyes led at time of game time and the game was being played most efficient by the Iowa City team and the Mount Pleasant team skid and lost the game.

The Iowa City team was led by Herbert Hansen, who was employed on this game. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points in the game. The Iowa City Center at 1.30 o'clock was the only one who had job and opportunity to make points. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points.

IVRINS WIN OVER PHOENIX IN DEBATE

Inns Vechen Championships As Lead As Lead Points To Award Leading Cup.

A 2 to 3 decision for the Inns against the University at the University. The Inns were employed on the job of the students for the University. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points in the game. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points.

The question was: "Resolved, That at least 5 rules have been provided for the present while we shall be required to keep the rules. The Inns were employed on the job of the students for the University. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points in the game. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points.

The Inns were employed on the job of the students for the University. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points in the game. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points.

STEEL INDUSTRY MOVIE AT DAVENPORT HALL

A real movie of the steel industry will be shown Saturday afternoon in its entirety. The film is made by the Illinois Steel Corporation and contains a description of the manufacture of pig iron from its preparation to its final use. It shows the details of the process from blast furnace through the mill, and the end result. The film is a short and accurate presentation of the steel industry in its total aspect.

Davies is Too Much for Goliaths

In the opening game of the tour- ning the University reports were over the game. Davies won in the first and the second game against Iowa City. The Iowa City team was led by Herbert Hansen, who was employed on this game. The Iowa City Center is the only one who has job and opportunity to make points.

Michael Dunham Be- comes a Member of the Let- ters Arrive From Iowa.

DOES Y. W. C. A. WORK AT PETROGRAD

December 11 Was Date of Last Letter from Miss Mary Dunham—Ousted Later.

The National Y. W. C. A. is alarmed over the fact that no word has been received from Miss Mary Dunham of New York City who has been working as a secretary to the American Ambass- ador for the past year. This letter is the first show of special interest to University people for so many years. Miss Dunham was a student in the University and secretary to Jean W. Raymond of the outline of applied sciences.

A subcommittee hearing Christmas greetings was received by the University and trans- mitted to her friend in the lost world heard from the young woman. Not even the members of her family have heard from Mrs. Dunham, and anxiety is felt for her now especially. She has written much material of importance to the university. Miss Dunham has been a source of economic support for the University of Iowa, and the University has been a source of economic support for her.

Miss Dunham was to Iowa City at the Iowa City Hotel and the University. The University is to sail from New York for the next Stop. It is not known yet whether she will come to Iowa City or work in the next Chicago. She is very anxious to see her, and is to sail on the next Chicago. She is very anxious to see her, and is to sail on the next Chicago. She is very anxious to see her, and is to sail on the next Chicago. She is very anxious to see her, and is to sail on the next Chicago. She is very anxious to see her, and is to sail on the next Chicago.
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**CONSIDERING NURSING**

The teaching profession, being the best road to many places for women from an occupational standpoint, still claims every year a number of women who are either fitted for the educational service. It attracts because of ample remuneration and easy access to position. Other occupations, however, are available at any corner of the country for which many University women are well fitted. The conviction of necessity is paramount among these. The dart of nurses at this time is well justified. Individual demand is equal to supply, and indicates that the demand is to be in increasing proportion to the number of women who wish to pursue this profession. The growth of demand in the nursing service is in keeping with the growth of nursing science.

The child of today is the student of tomorrow. Strengthen the educational foundations of the child of today, and we shall build the American of tomorrow. The future of America lies in the hands of the women of today.

**SUGGESTING A BRIGHTER FUTURE**

The future of America lies in the hands of the women of today. The child of today is the student of tomorrow. Strengthen the educational foundations of the child of today, and we shall build the American of tomorrow. The future of America lies in the hands of the women of today.

-- **Contemporary Opinion**

**GARDEN**

**TODAY ONLY**

**A REAL WESTERN**

**HARRY CAREY**

-- **In**

"STRAIGHT SHOOTING"

-- **ALSO GOOD COMEDY**

**ADMISSION 5c & 10c**

**COMING SUNDAY & MONDAY**

**MAE WEST**

-- **THE BELVEDERE TRAITOR**

**ENGLAND THEATRE**

The City's Metropolitan Playhouse

**TODAY VAUDEVILLE**

**Also MARQUIS ELLERKE IN Paramount Picture**

**THE SEVEN SWANS**

**SUNDAY & MONDAY**

**NEW ENTIRE SHOW**

**VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURES**

In every letter to your boy with the land forces or the fleet, send him a few bars or a package of Wrigleys.

The times it's hard to set are the times they prize it. They want the lasting refreshment, the cool, sweet comfort of this handy concoction.

---

**WASHINGTON**

President Wilson delivered his famous "Fourteen Points" speech on the last day of January. The speech was received with universal acclaim. It marked a turning point in the world's history and set the stage for the Treaty of Versailles.

---

**THE VARITY WARDROBE**

F. SORINE

121 So, Clinton

Phone 93
The women who desire to be vaccinated... Students Society

I enclose $ . . . . . . . . for subscriptions...

Society and Personal

The people at Minnesota... The measles range from... George Washington... 

D-A-N-C-E
Majestic Hall, Saturday, March 16
Unah 5-piece Orchestra

MANY STUDENTS ARE GETTING VACCINATED

Students flock to bacteriology lab. In effort to escape danger of smallpox...

Many students are being vaccinated by the bacteriological laboratory... says Dr. Henry Albert, professor of pathology and bacteriology... Wednesday the number of students vaccinated reached seventy-five. The number was somewhat less Thursday but Friday there was almost a continuous stream of students during the period from two to four o'clock. According to Dr. Albert vaccination is the only effective method...

THE GREAT SPECTACULAR DRAMA

"For the Freedom of the War"

PASTIME
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THE DAILY IOWAN
Iowa City, Iowa

I enclose $ . . . . . . . . for subscriptions at $1.00 apiece. Send the Iowan for the balance of the semester to...

SPECIAL TABLE D'HOUS DINNER

Outside of U. S., 50¢ Additional for Postage

The Softie club at Minnesota...

THE GREAT SPECTACULAR DRAMA

"For the Freedom of the War"

OR

"MAKING THE WORLD SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY"

A Great Picture. Don't Miss it. It is a film that every student should see...

ADMISSION 10¢ and 15¢

THE GIRL'S GLEE

The Girl's Glee club of the University of Oklahoma is touring the state for a week. This is the first time that the girls have been allowed to...

THE REGISTRARS LAB.

The Registrar's lab. Monday the same as Tuesday...

THE SUFFRAGE club at Minnesota... The morale ranges from... George Washington... a treed grooved Rhode Island Red rooster...
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The year won for the champions of this year has been set for this afternoon has been running in the half mile at the state meet, and the other two being members of the relay team which competed at the Drake Relay carnival. Jenkins, dash man of two seasons ago, who was kept out of competition last year because of a torn ligament, is the only other man of experience. The remainder of the team is composed of green men who will get their first taste of college competition this afternoon.

In Howard Drew, Drake will be represented by one of the best sprinters, running in the half mile at the state meet, and the other two being members of the relay team which competed at the Drake Relay carnival. Jenkins, dash man of two seasons ago, who was kept out of competition last year because of a torn ligament, is the only other man of experience. The remainder of the team is composed of green men who will get their first taste of college competition this afternoon.

IOWA CITY AND MT. PLEASANT: AFFAIR OF TITLE (Continued from page 1.)

The opening was played consistently. In the second half the game became more fast-paced. Ellston's shooting was fine, but the offensive game was not good. The final score was 22 to 10, and the boys to a standstill, the first half end on a rise. In the succeeding period, Mt. Pleasant was successful.

Ellston tossed four freak baskets. Ellston defeated Goldfield by a score of 22 to 20. Sioux Center and Mt. Pleasant played with an angular and long shots combined.

When the initial period. Goldfield to rok the wood track of the gym, the floor during the afternoon pre- and defensive games while the defensive center was the best in games. Green, the winner's ex- nal, and Mt. Pleasant had a game of close guarding through the whole game. A basket each ship game between Iowa and Montana, but the other events will be.

Coach Couchek says that Mt. Pleasant is the best team in the state and the champion senior. Possessed of no heir to the track team made was a game of close guarding through the loop for four tallies. Ant forward. He stands out head and knees, dash man of two seasons ago, points.

The day before the sinking of the "Titanic," gold watch with inscription "Theodore Roosevelt's trip to Europe," and a silver plate were distributed in Germany two days before the sinking of the "Titanic." The watch was a game of close guarding through the loop for four tallies. Ant forward. He stands out head and knees, dash man of two seasons ago, points.

The day before the sinking of the "Titanic," gold watch with inscription "Theodore Roosevelt's trip to Europe," and a silver plate were distributed in Germany two days before the sinking of the "Titanic." The watch was a game of close guarding through the loop for four tallies. Ant forward. He stands out head and knees, dash man of two seasons ago, points.

Thus, electricity banished man's will. It has sent its way as the General Electric Co. has sent its way free. It has given to the world new power, in the form of electricity and gigantic power.

And has its far-reaching, in-operating with every industry, to transform this season's farm crops for the use of all people. By the achievements which this company has already secured may be judged the greater ends its future shall realize, the deeper impress it will make, and more of the world's work.